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A quick question: When will there be a new Dolphin image, a new RCS build, and a new Windows build with the the new driver stack? How about a new Dolphin 2.0 build for Linux? As always, the latest source code is available from GitHub. Dolphin's people are actively working to discover and
document as much data as possible, to understand the dolphins' physical, social, and cognitive needs, to inform the development of ever-improving devices for their cognition. This research will soon be unfolding into several projects and their progress will be covered in the next sections. If
you're interested in how one member of DRC is using the information gathered from Dolphins to influence the development of Dolphin's future tools, check out this recent interview with DRC member, TinTucky. You can also read or watch videos from TinTucky's recent research on Dorsal finch
vocal learning and a dolphin's ability to manipulate an aquatic box. Dolphin's current process, as you can see from the diagram, is focused on getting the user to 1) know what they're doing with Dolphin, 2) make sure that Dolphin is doing what they want it to do and 3) to learn what new
things it can do. At the moment, we are building a stronger prototype of Dolphin with the goal to make it relevant and practical for the average user. We are also getting into packaging Dolphin so that it will fit into different environments, so it can be run directly from an ISO or stored in a VHD
file. Finally, we are building new tools that will let us do some of the most advanced research that we can have a look at.
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This summer is also the first time we've seen a Progressive Web App in the Progress Report! Progressive Web Apps are modernized web applications that load in the blink of an eye. Over the course of Dolphin's history we've slowly been adding more and more features. The latest addition was
CSS transitions and media queries, so it's nice to see them come to maturity. You can already use PWAs on the desktop and mobile app, but this is the first time we've seen them on the web. This past week was certainly a rather tumultuous time for Dolphin's progress, but it's also been quite

a week for the desktop app as we learned of some crucial progress made by the web team. The primary feature of this week's build is that we decided to make Dolphin's full functionality available to everyone, regardless of the operating system they use. Users can now enable the missing
features such as file previews or play with live branches. What we promised that would happen at the end of last week is finally happening! We are bringing the release candidate for 160625 up to our first alpha release and are calling it release candidate 1.0. We are very close to releasing

Dolphin 1.0 to the public. We are excited to announce that a new milestone, Dolphin 1.0, will be released shortly. This will be the first major release after the bump up to Qt 6, which allows us to bring a larger set of features to the developers. We have a bunch of the expected improvements
and some of the more interesting additions in place, but are currently giving the beta some extra love. 5ec8ef588b
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